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  Cincinnati    48   

   

  MARQUETTE   66   

    



OFFENSE 

WHAT DID OUR OPPONENT PLAY 

WHAT WE DID WELL WHAT WE DID POORLY 

We made things happen on the boards—15! 

Once we settled down, our ball movement was 

very good and got us good shots (49%) 

Our post feeds vs. high side denial were good. 

Any time we penetrated the zone off reversals, 

good things happened. 

We did a nice job of avoiding charge situations 

and didn’t let it affect us –in fact, we had several 

nice drives in situations where UC normally tries 

to flop! 

Had trouble “reading” what defense they were 

in—a few times we were totally unaware!   Why 

were we surprised when they continued to trap? 

It took us too long to figure out our press break—

we didn’t always have our 2G on the PG side. 

Why do we continue to dribble back into the de-

fense –especially vs. traps? 

Post players were waiting too long to occupy de-

fenders and were not diving deep against the 

zone.  We stopped as soon as they bumped us, 

rather than moving for deeper position. 

FT shooting was inconsistent—made only 62.5% 

and didn’t take advantage of officiating shift in 

second half.  If we would have attacked more, we 

would have shot more! 

PRE-GAME PLANS GAME ADJUSTMENTS 

PB Mode—expect 1-2-2 FC or 1-3-1 Trap 

Regular entries and new stuff:  5 and Thru coun-

ters. 

Pin Movements vs. 1-3-1 :  SC and Flashes! 

Protect ball—#44 is baiting for steals 

Penetrate gaps & push it more. 

Reverse the ball and attack right away– don’t 

wait.  Go continuous Marquette vs. Trap –not 

trap break.  Reverse and dive. 

Started game with 1-3-1 (1) and 1-2-2 press (‘closed fingers on both hands) / “x” was trapping out 

of their 1-3-1.  At times, the 1-3-1 shifts to look like a 2-3 

Went to M-M (5) a few times, but preferred to stay with the zone and traps. 



DEFENSE 

PRE-GAME PLANS GAME ADJUSTMENTS 

Start with 5, but be ready for FIST 

Use 53 & 51 to change things up 

5:  IF WF goes with cutter, G’s must drop and 

take any cuts to weak block.  Expect to release or 

X-cut every time! 

FIST:  Jam-except on 32—No switching! 

Transition—Contain #44 

Keep them out of the heart of D –penetration 

Rovers must ‘anticipate doing something on eve-

ry rover cut—they use one ever time to start—

don’t wait to hear—anticipate a release or x-cut. 

Jam all ballscreens and slices –expect flares! 

WHAT WE DID WELL WHAT WE DID POORLY 

Going to FIST got them out of their rhythm 

and helped us settle down. 

We had great awareness of some of their fa-

vorite plays and stopped them cold—their cir-

cle down for #52 and the Hi Hand-off for #32 

We made it a focus to slow down #32 and she 

was not a factor! 

Aside from the whistle-happy ref at the start 

of the second half, we limited out fouls pretty 

well. 

Nice scoring balance! 

To start game, we communicated poorly on 

their rover cuts and wing dives through the 

defense.  At times, our G’s need to go with the 

dive. 

Beat us on OOBs with a simple backscreen lob 

with 7 sec. on shot clock and a post slip out of 

the off-set box –You must stay with your man 

when they cut or flash. 

While we held them to 33% FG, we allowed 

too many O-bds. (17) 

Perimeter shooting was off (2/12 from 3P) 

PLAYER HOW THEY HURT US IF WE PLAY AGAIN 

#44-Humphries  11 pts., 7 steals Steals for fast break lay-ups and 

penetration. 

Respect her quicks –meet pass-

es and read her “baiting” passes. 

#52-Jones  10 pts. Deep position –often when G’s 

penetrated 

G’s must rotate to LP when they 

get beat on penetration 

#22 Bellman  8 pts., 6 rebs. Hustle plays!  



EVALUATION 

TEACHING POINTS 

WHAT WE DID ON 

OFFENSE 

WHAT WE DID ON 

DEFENSE 

WHAT WORKED WHAT WORKED 

Pin vs. 1-3-1, Marquette 

& Cutter 

Entries 

5 & FIST 

53 Traps 

Both worked well –

switching between them 

gave UC problems 

Marquette worked best 

when we didn’t know the 

D. 

OFFENSE DEFENSE 

Against any kind of zone, always think “make 

two people play me” - that means penetrate, it 

means occupy somebody in the post, etc. 

When teams are trapping, anticipate you’ll get 

trapped on the wing and attack the trap be-

fore it comes.   

Fill trap break spots and be in a spot where 

you can be seen by the ball. 

When we run DIVE, our posts can’t fake or 

bump.  Screener dives deep and low post 

sprints high. 

You can’t make a strong skip pass by keeping 

the ball at your hip –too many hands can get 

on it at that level.   

In Cutter, we want to cut to the WS block for 

rebound position and quick post-ups, but you 

don’t need to stay there—get back out on the 

perimeter. 

When our F’s and G’s have to switch in 5 be-

cause of cutters, our F’s must play like a rover 

and stop penetration. 

When playing a team that sends multiple cut-

ters, our guards must “anticipate” their next 

movement –X-cut or Release.  You can’t wait 

to be told. 

When you get beat on middle penetration and 

our post steps up to help, G’s rotate to the low 

post.  Out Centers must also look to “cat & 

mouse” when G’s look to penetrate & dish –

don’t over-commit. 

Trap Break Concepts Press Break Rover cuts and high wing 

dives 

X-cut or Release? 

Zone basics—especially pene-

trating 

Skip Passes Defending penetration & 

help rotations 

Rebounding 

Baseline Drifts and I-Cuts  

(What’s happened to them?) 

   

    

Assists to  

MFG: 

19 to 27 = .70 Post Touch-

es: 

12 Missed Lay- 

Ups: 

14 Deflections: 21 



COACHES PAGE 

STAFF REMINDERS 

Need to practice FT’s coming out of Time-outs. 

POINTS OF EMPHASIS FOR THE NEXT FEW DAYS 

We need to run offense against scrambling defenses in practice 

Defending double ballscreens in 5 

Run all of our entries against zones and teach how and where to screen. 

DEFENSIVE SUMMARY PRE-GAME FACTORS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


